
Supporting Tomorrow’s Technology…Today



M/Flex is the most scalable and flexible monitor arm solution 

ever created. It can be easily configured—and more importantly, 

reconfigured—to support virtually any number, any size, any 

weight and any style of monitors—in any environment.





Adding monitors or new equipment to a desk currently requires that:

1) Existing components be uninstalled

2) New monitor arms be installed

3) All new equipment be installed and all original equipment be reinstalled

4) The original monitor arm be stored or discarded

The Problem



M/Flex features scalable integrated brackets, which allow monitors to be added 

without disturbing the existing installation, saving significant time and money 

and eliminating leftover components.

The M/Flex Solution





The M/Flex system’s innovation lies in its interchangeability and wide variety of arm style options. For the first time 

ever, organizations can choose a scalable platform to accommodate virtually any monitor display application now or 

in the future, regardless of the specific hardware, desk configuration or multiple monitor requirements, including 

notebooks, touchscreens and monitors weighing up to 60 lbs.

Scalable Platform



Solutions for Every Environment 

Many Mounting Options
Surface Mounts

Vertical Mounts

Custom Mounts

Common Post System
Additions can be made to the post(s) without disturbing  

original configuration

Five total post heights

Can accommodate one or two rows

Up to three monitors per row

Innovative Scalable Brackets
Nesting, integrated bracket design allows for easy add-ons

Single bracket converts to double bracket

Double bracket converts to triple bracket

Additions can be made without removing existing brackets  

or installations
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Award-Winning M2 and  
M8 Monitor Arms

M2
Monitor Arm

Features
Sleek Design

Fewer Parts

Mechanical Spring

Unmatched Durability

Increased Sustainability

Unrivaled Value



M8
Monitor Arm

Features
Widest Range of Monitor Support

8 – 40 lbs.

Up to 60 lbs. Static Adjustment 

(Q3 2012)

All-in-Ones

Touchscreens



Many Possibilities.
Minimal Parts.

With fewer parts, M/Flex is more durable than any other 

monitor support system, since there are fewer components 

that can wear out or break over time. By utilizing fewer 

parts, M/Flex is also lighter and smaller, which means that 

less material and energy are used in the manufacturing and 

shipping of the product.  As a result, M/Flex is among the 

most sustainable monitor arm solutions ever created.
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Recognized by I.D. Magazine as one of the 

10 “Best Companies” worldwide that help 

push design forward.

Witteveen Projectinrichting
Ouderkerk a/d Amstel
Tel: 020 - 496 5030
Fax: 020 - 496 3052

info@witteveen.nl
www.project-inrichting.nl

www.ergonomics.nl




